Close-ups
A Patient’s Perspective

Can My Primary Care Doctor
Treat My Cancer?
When I was diagnosed with stage IV terminal
lung cancer, my primary care doctor gave me
the news. His compassion created a pathway
of healing that has sustained me for more than
seven years.
Shortly after my diagnosis, I had a set of scans.
One concern was the condition of my lung:
had it sufficiently re-expanded so that I could
safely fly to see loved ones? When I turned to my
oncologist, she said I had to wait eight days for
the scan results. The surgeon also had protocols
that prevented him from sharing information with
me. Frantic, more about my trapped lung than
the cancer, I turned to my primary care physician.
Without hesitation he said over the phone, “Let’s
open your scan right now.” Not only was I safe to
fly, my tumors were smaller after targeted therapy.
Soon afterward, my oncologist called to say,
“Your primary care doctor should not have given you that information, and I am going to speak to
him.” Her anger triggered a stress response in me—hardly a situation conducive to optimal well-being.
I was worried that my doctor was in trouble for helping me. But, when I saw him later and apologized
for causing him hardship, he asked warmly, “How could you have caused me hardship?”
After having problems with several oncologists, I asked my primary care physician to assume my
cancer treatment. Although the cancer center asserted that only oncologists can prescribe targeted
therapy, my doctor took the matter to the chief of medicine, and he was allowed to treat my cancer.
Because of his courage, I am thriving. Primary care doctors can take a holistic view of treatment, and
this in itself is life-changing and life-saving. —N.W.

Commentary
N.W.’s story highlights what has changed within
the practice of medicine, as well as what has
remained the same.
First, the changes. Access to technology and
data now allows physicians in an ambulatory
office miles from the hospital to receive, in real
time, images and radiologic interpretations. To
avoid confusion, misunderstanding, or miscommunication of information, it is important to
have protocols and expectations for sharing data

among physicians and between physicians and
their patients.
Another core evolution of primary care relates
to chronic disease. Thirty years ago, metastatic
non–small cell lung cancer was managed as an
acute illness by a subspecialist within the walls
of a hospital. Today, with the advent of tyrosine
kinase inhibitors, metastatic non–small cell lung
cancer can be managed as a chronic illness in a
small subset of patients. Medical treatments and
modalities are advancing rapidly. Over the next
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several decades it may very well become appropriate for new complex chronic illnesses to be
comanaged with primary care physicians. With
support, this can become a source of professional
satisfaction for physicians and a value to the
health care system overall.
So, what has remained unchanged? The patientphysician relationship! I decided to manage my
patient’s treatment because of our long-standing
relationship, my knowledge of her as a person,
and our mutual sense of trust. That is part of
being a primary care physician. I took this step
only after weighing all other options and having
extensive conversations with the patient and her
former oncologist. Technology and the nature of
illness will change over time. The value of our relationship with patients will always remain the same.
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GLOSSARY OF EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE AND STATISTICAL TERMS
Term

Abbreviation

Definition

Sensitivity

Sn

Percentage of patients with disease who have a positive test for the disease in question

Specificity

Sp

Percentage of patients without disease who have a negative test for the disease in question

Predictive value (positive and negative)

PV+
PV-

Percentage of patients with a positive or negative test for a disease who do or do not have
the disease in question

Pretest probability

Probability of disease before a test is performed

Post-test probability

Probability of disease after a test is performed

Likelihood ratio

LR

LR >1 indicates an increased likelihood of disease, LR <1 indicates a decreased likelihood
of disease. The most helpful tests generally have a ratio of less than 0.2 or greater than 5.

Relative risk
reduction

RRR

The percentage difference in risk or outcomes between treatment and control groups.
Example: if mortality is 30% in controls and 20% with treatment, RRR is (30 - 20)/30 = 33%.

Absolute risk
reduction

ARR

The arithmetic difference in risk or outcomes between treatment and control groups. Example: if mortality is 30% in controls and 20% with treatment, ARR is 30 - 20 = 10%.

Number needed to
treat

NNT

The number of patients who need to receive an intervention instead of the alternative in
order for one additional patient to benefit. The NNT is calculated as: 1/ARR. Example: if the
ARR is 4%, the NNT = 1/4% = 1/0.04 = 25.

Number needed to
harm

NNH

The number of patients who need to receive an intervention instead of the alternative in
order for one additional patient to experience an adverse event.

95% confidence
interval

95% CI

An estimate of certainty. It is 95% certain that the true value lies within the given range.
A narrow CI is good. A CI that spans 1.0 calls into question the validity of the result.

Systematic review

A type of review article that uses explicit methods to comprehensively analyze and qualitatively synthesize information from multiple studies

Meta-analysis

A type of systematic review that uses rigorous statistical methods to quantitatively synthesize
the results of multiple similar studies
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